Food-Dependent Exercise-Induced Anaphylaxis: An Overview
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Abstract

Food-Dependent Exercise-Induced Anaphylaxis (FDEIA) is a rare condition described by the onset of anaphylaxis within a few hours after exposure to food, in association with exercise. Food and exercise is tolerated well independent of one another. Any food can cause FDEIA but the most implicated is wheat. Symptoms may begin at any stage of exercise, in the form of flushing, warmth, urticaria, hypotension and collapse. Diagnosis may be challenging as these symptoms do not necessarily occur each time the individual ingests food and exercises. History is pivotal in making a diagnosis. A careful provocation test combining food and exercise may be required if the diagnosis remains unclear. It is important to raise awareness about this rare entity, so that fatal reactions may be avoided in affected individuals by way of appropriate patient education and prompt management. This article, reports the clinical presentation of two young Omani women who were diagnosed with Food-Dependant Exercise-Induced Anaphylaxis (FDEIA) at our centre. The culprit foods associated with the FDEIA reported here are wheat and chocolate. The clinical manifestations, pathogenesis, diagnostic approach and treatment are elucidated in this article.
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Introduction

Food-Dependent Exercise-Induced Anaphylaxis (FDEIA) is a condition described by the onset of anaphylaxis after exposure to food, in association with exercise 1. Interestingly, the culprit food and exercise are independently tolerated by the effected individual 1. The condition is classified as a physical allergy 2. Although, several cases of FDEIA have been reported across the globe it remains uncommon [1, 2, 3]. This case series reports 2 cases of FDEIA where the culprit foods are wheat and chocolate. To the best of our knowledge, the case of Chocolate dependent exercise induced anaphylaxis is the first case to be diagnosed in Oman.

Case 1

A 24-year-old, young, Omani lady with no prior medical history was referred to our Immunology and allergy service at the Royal Hospital in Oman for an evaluation following an episode of anaphylaxis, where no causative agent was identified. History divulged from the patient revealed that she developed urticarial wheals associated with Dyspnea and ultimately lost consciousness. The symptoms described, manifested almost an hour after she consumed a local patisserie (core ingredients – wheat and cheese) while she was taking a brisk walk. The patient was promptly managed as per the local anaphylaxis protocol at her regional hospital with intramuscular epinephrine, intravenous hydrocortisone and intravenous antihistamines and discharged home once her symptoms had resolved. History revealed that the patient was able to tolerate all the other major food groups (egg, dairy [including cheese], soy, seafood, nuts and peanuts) without any adverse effects. The patient was able to tolerate wheat products (including the aforementioned food item) in the absence of exercise which was the crucial piece of history that leads to the diagnosis of FDEIA.

A retrospective review of the patient’s past medical records revealed that the patient had presented with anaphylaxis twice to the hospital after eating a sandwich (core ingredient – wheat). The patient herself recalled engaging in exercise/physical activity a few hours after eating the sandwich, following which her symptoms transpired. Her specific Immunoglobulin E (IgE) to wheat was negative. The specific IgE to the wheat protein omega-5 gliadin was not available.

However, the clinical presentation and patient history was strongly suggestive of wheat dependent exercise induced anaphylaxis (a well reported entity of FDEIA in literature) [2, 4, 5].

The patient was counselled about avoidance of activity for at least 4 – 6 hours following a meal containing wheat as it could potentially trigger anaphylaxis. She was provided with an epinephrine auto-injector as a precautionary measure, in order to promptly abate symptoms of anaphylaxis should she engage in exercise after unknowingly eating a meal that contained wheat. She had no episodes of anaphylaxis since.
Case 2

A 26-year-old, young Omani lady with a background of atopic dermatitis (skin biopsy proven) and contact dermatitis to p-Phenylenediamine (PPD) containing hair dyes as demonstrated by patch testing was evaluated at our service for a suspected food allergy. The young lady reported history of recurrent hives associated with occasional Dyspnea and angioedema upon moderate physical activity (mostly when brisk walking but also when climbing a flight of stairs) soon after eating a chocolate snack “on-the-go” but never triggered by exercise or chocolate alone. Her history gave rise to the suspicion of an food-dependent exercised-induced allergy. The suspected foods in this case were plain chocolate bars and chocolate bars containing peanuts.

The patient underwent a prick-prick test to peanut which was negative. This was followed by an oral challenge test to peanuts which yielded a negative result as well. She was then tested for cocoa & various chocolates by way of prick-prick testing, and subsequently a careful oral challenge which was also negative. Specific immunoglobulin-E (IgE) to cocoa was negative. A challenge test (chocolate followed by exercise in the form of brisk walking) was proved to be negative. At the end of the provocation test, when the patient was discharged she rushed through the hospital corridors and it was that level of physical exertion that triggered a generalised urticarial rash, associated with Dyspnea requiring management with systemic steroids and antihistamines. There by, leading to a diagnosis of a FDEIA (culprit food being chocolate).

Discussion

Food dependent exercise induced anaphylaxis (FDEIA) is rare 5. There is limited data estimating the prevalence of the condition. The condition is described as an immunoglobulin E (IgE) mediated allergic reaction triggered by a specific food, only if associated with physical activity/exercise [1, 3, 5, 6]. The commonest foods reported with FDEIA are wheat flour and crustacean 5. The clinical presentation of FDEIA may range from urticaria and/or angioedema to anaphylaxis [5, 7].

Making a diagnosis of FDEIA is challenging and it begins with a comprehensive history of events surrounding the episode. A patient presenting with FDEIA would typically present with anaphylaxis that was triggered during or briefly after exercise, only if the culprit food was ingested a few hours prior to exercising. The patient’s ability to tolerate the culprit food and exercise independently without mounting an anaphylactic reaction is vital information that should be elicited from the clinical history. Although the diagnosis of FDEIA is largely dependent on history, objective evidence of sensitization to the culprit food item by way of a challenge test, may further support the diagnosis. Skin testing using either a commercially prepared extract or using fresh food are both accepted modalities of testing for sensitization. Should a skin prick test yield a negative result, then prick-prick testing using fresh food must be performed as not all patient’s may yield a positive result with a commercially prepared extract.

This was demonstrated by Hoffmann, et al. while investigating patients with wheat dependent exercise induced anaphylaxis, where only 29% of testing subjects yielded a positive response to a commercially prepared wheat extract in contrast to 80% of subjects who yielded a positive response to a freshly prepared wheat flour paste [8]. Alternatively, Immuno CAP commercial assay for specific IgE may be of benefit in demonstrating allergen sensitization, with a reported 80% sensitivity for wheat (omega-5 gliadin) which is the protein implicated in wheat dependent exercise induced anaphylaxis [9].

Beyond laboratory and skin prick tests, there is a scope for provocation testing by way of a food-exercise challenge testing. Presently, there is no validated protocol for exercise challenge testing. However, there have been reports on the beneficial role of exercise challenge testing in objectively diagnosing patients with FDEIA [2, 10].

The pathogenesis of the disease is not well understood till date. There are some interesting theories in literature that have proposed various physiological changes that occur during exercise and co-factors that may incite a food-dependent exercise-induced reaction/anaphylaxis.

One such proposed theory suggests exposure to an increased quantity of ingested allergens because of an augmented gastric permeability achieved during exercise [11]. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are another recognized cofactor that increases gastric permeability [12]. Thus, history of ingesting non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications in patients presenting with FDEIA may be valuable in reaching a diagnosis.

Once the diagnosis is reached, it is imperative to educate the patient about the condition. The mainstay of treatment is patient education and avoidance of the allergen in association with exercise. Romano A, et al. suggests avoidance of the sensitized food item for at least 4 hours prior to engaging in any physical activity/exercise [13]. In addition to avoiding the culprit food, advice regarding avoidance of co-factors involved in the pathogenesis of FDEIA such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs should be offered to the patient.

Epinephrine auto-injector should be prescribed to individuals with FDEIA as anaphylaxis is unpredictable and can occur at any time. Medic-Alert bracelets may be offered if available.

Summary

As highlighted through this article, FDEIA is an uncommon condition which is yet to be fully understood. A systematic and objective approach, inclusive of a comprehensive history is a must in any patient suspected to have FDEIA to reach a definitive diagnosis.

Education regarding avoidance of the culprit food for at least 4 hours prior to engaging in any form of physical activity, is of paramount importance and should be reiterated to the patient upon each follow up visit.
Disclaimers

This article is a brief clinical review of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis, an entity well reported in literature but has poor awareness among health carers.
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